
Gratitude Day 2024 Report Panel 74

Chair: Denise Baker: text 204-391-0386
Treasurer: Caroline T.
Secretary: Kim R.
Advisory: Denise D.
Committee members: Dwayne, Michele B, Jo-Anne L, Carmen R, Gillian S, Cynthia H.

This year’s Gratitude Day is on March 2, 2024.
The venue we secured is the Maples Community Club located at 434 Adsum.
Only 300 tickets are being sold this year in order to adhere to the occupancy permit of the facility.
Cash or debit via square at the door.
Registration begins at 10:00 and then the fun begins at 11:00, 11:15 is our first speaker

❖ “Willingness is the key”, Carmen R.

❖ “We are not a Glum Lot”, Karen from St. Vital

❖ “Gratitude in action”, speaker is Ian P.

❖ and end off with the three minute speakers.

Lunch will be pizza. Tickets for pizza will be available for purchase at the door until 11:15 or order ahead
of time by emailing gratdaychair@aamanitoba.org subject line PIZZA.
Also…a huge thank you to D7 for volunteering their time to run the canteen.

The committee made packets for the GSRs to take to their groups - for those who are in
Winnipeg. You can ask your GSR about tickets.

In the packet, you will find a sign up sheet for three minute speakers, a sign up sheet for volunteers,
along with a FAQs sheet for the seller.
Five tickets and Five support tickets; if larger groups want more tickets or additional printed posters
Central Office will have extras or email gratdaychair@aamanitoba.org.

For selling those tickets, you are responsible for the value of the tickets and you can sell them anyway
you feel fit, i.e. the purchaser will eTransfer you or give you cash and then you eTransfer GD the funds
once you sold the tickets. The collector of the tickets GSR or appointed group seller will be transferring
the total ticket sales. gratdayetransfer@aamanitoba.org
All non-sold tickets must be dropped off, at Central Office or brought to GD to be sold at the door. If you
are not going to use your ticket or are unable to drop the tickets off, make sure you email
gratdaychair@aamanitoba.org so we can account for the missing tickets at the door.

Not hybrid this year.
Last year the facility couldn’t handle the tech for a hybrid.
This year the hybrid was not option was not considered but will be discussed for the next rotation.
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Denise Baker, Gratitude Day Chair


